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THE

FOUNDER

Numba I

OF AMERICAN PARASITOLOGY,
JOSEPH LEIDY

Most fields of biology are opened up gradually, at least to the extent
that pioneer workers patiently accumulate data, usually in the fonn
of disassociated and unrelated observations and isolated details, before
the time is ripe for the master mind which builds of this inchoate
material a new part of the great structure of science. The field of
parasitology in America constitutes a striking exception to this general
principle. Prior to 1846 no one in this country appears to have devoted
any attention to the subject and the few casual notes on parasites
which have been dug out of earlier writings on other topics are too
scanty and superficial to furnish foundation material for any study.
Accordingly when in that year a young Philadelphia physician, scarce
23 years of age, began to devote his attention to studies on parasitic
worms, he found himself confronted with the double task of gathering
the material and of organfring it into scientific form. Moreover, while
in some other fields in which he published other investigators added
interest and zest by their contributions, here he worked alone and it
was more than a quarter of a century before any other student in this
country contributed in other than casual fashion to the subject of parasitology. Yet the work he undertook was performed so thoroughly
that the descriptions and interpretations he published within the decade
from 1846 to 1856 sufficed not only to lay the foundations of American
parasitology, but also yielded him recognition as an authority in that
field everywhere and contributed materially to the advancement of the
ubject in Europe where it had been studied intensively for more than
half a century.
Joseph Leidy was born in Philadelphia on Sept. 9, 1823. Nature
had endowed him admirably for the part he was to play. Sprung from
a lineage that represented the best in two great nations of the old
world, he inherited artistic skill of no common order, love of nature
and life, keeness of perception, accuracy of judgment and that foresight truly characteri tic of a master mind, which enabled him to
predict successfully the decisions of the future. These conditions will
stand out more clearly after a review of the general history of the
family and the special training of the man.
(1)
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THE

Ll:JDY

FAMILY

Following clo e after the pilgrimage of
iJliam Penn into the
Rhenish alatinat came to this country a wave of migrants from Germany that began about 1688 and contdbuted an important early element to the American tock. Among tho e who came were the first
American ancestors o{ Jo eph Leidy. In the old world the name wa
pelled variou ly, Leydig, Lydig and Leidig, and was anglicized later
by the "ngli h authoritie in Penn ylvania into Leidy.
early as 133 on of Lhi name, Johan Leydig, was living at
ilsnach in wabia. • mong his de endants was a chief burgher f
Wilsnach, Joachim Leydig, who
son, the Rev. Matthew Leydig,
tudied theology with Luther at ·Wittenberg and was ordained by him
in 1550. In 1552 he wa called to the erman Reformed Church at
Halle where he died in 1601. He published a tran lation of the Bible
(Berlin , 1586) and later the Lutheran v pers and psalm 0£ David.
Another f the family, Joachim Leydig, al. o a native of Halle, erved
a pa t r of the Refom1ed hur h at Konig berg in ru ia until in
1571 as the result f a doctrinal c ntrov rsy he returned to Halle.
Jacob Leydig, grandson of the Rev. Johan Leydig, and a scholar of
note, published in 1677 a history of the ancient electors of ru sia. It
was in this the VII Century, that armorial bearings were granted to
the head of the hou e, Joachim Leydig, in recognition of hi public
ervice in founding a ho pital. It i intere ting to note that thi same
family ha produced in rec nt year one other highly di tingui heel
biol gi t, Pr fe or Franz Leydig f Wiirzburg and Bonn whos great
grandfather wa a br ther o( Jo eph Leidy' great grandfather.
Following the Thirty Year War, the Palatinate was subjected to
religious persecutions and as a direct re ult of these John Jacob Leydig
emigrated from
ittenberg. He arrived in Philadelphia in 1729 and
ettled on a tract of 400 acre purcha ·ed from the Penn . This early
ettlcr, great grandfather f the naturali t,
tahli ·h d a settlement
knO\ n ven to the pre ent da a Leidyt wn, although the po toffice
bearing thi name is all that rerna.ins of the original town. His son,
John Jacob Leidy, wh fell heir to th hom tead, found u1 n hi land
dep its valuable in the manufacture of pottery and utilized them so uccessfully that sp cimen of hi workmanship of evident arti tic merit
are pr, erved in the exhibit of pottery of olonial times at Memorial
Hall Philadelphia. During the merican Revolution he s rved a an
offi r in the
nn ylvania f re
and played an active part in the
ev nt
f the war in that r gion. I Ii wif , Jo ph L idy's paternal
grandmother, was Marie LeFebre, a si ter of Fran is Joseph LeF bre
a mar hal o{ apoleon I and a peer of France. To thi joint FrenchJerman ancestry the grand on clearly owed many of the traits which
enabled him to win such a con picuou uccess.
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His son, Philip Leidy, inherited his father's land, and at the close
of the Revolution settled in the city of Philadelphia where he engaged
in industrial pursuits with marked financial success. During the war
of 1812 he served as an officer. After Marshal LeFebre's death, being
deeply involved in military affairs, he named his sons Francis and
Joseph, and hoped they would both seek fame in military careers.
\Vbile the one son, Joseph, with whom this article is directly concerned,
served with distinction in the Civil \Var, it was as surgeon in a military
hospital and not in a position such as his father evidently had in mind.
Jo eph Leidy's mother was Catherine Mel1ick (Moelich) who also
was descended from natives of the Rhineland that had come originally
to ew J er ey and had later moved to Pennsylvania. She died when
Joseph, who was her third child, was only twenty months old and he
was reared by a stepmother, Christiana Mellick, of whose careful training Leidy often made grateful acknowledgement: "The only mother I
have known,' he said at one time, 'she was all in all to me, the one
to whom I owe all that I am."
THE

STORY

OF

LEIDY 1S

LI.FE

During his early education the boy manifested little ability in the
classical studies which were standard in that day but showed an eager
interest in natural history even though it was not included in the
curriculum. In his- wanderings into the country in search of minerals,
.flowers and insects he absented himself at times from school and was
indifferent to those sport which tempted mo t boys. His leisure seems
to have been devoted to drawing objects of natural history and a note
book still extant and dated 1833 shows that even at the age of ten he
had cultivated, alone by himself, that accuracy in observation and
fidelity in delineation which gave its high value to his later work. His
father was o deeply impressed by this phase of his work that; he
re olved to make an arti t of the boy. His mother, who was a woman
of marked intelligence and foresight, had a firm conviction that her sons
should receive a professional education and as Leidy later stated, her
strength "carried the point." His skill in making minute dissections
already displayed on various occasions and his mother's confidence that
she aw in him the traits which would make a great physician, led first
to the study of anatomy under a private tead1er and later to his matriculation at the University of Pennsylvania, where he received the degree
of doctor of medicine in 1844. But professional duties proved irksome
and were entirely abandoned two years later in favor of cientific
pursuits.
The story of Leidy's active life and his relations to the Philadelphia
cademy o( Natural Sciences, with which his name is inseparably connected and to whose upbuilding and reputation he made most note-
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worthy contributions in every department, ha been s fully portrayed
by contemporary biographers that the subje t may be pas ed ver here
f information. Many biowith a brief referenc t the sour e
graphical sketche of L idy have been publi hed. Among tho e of
general scope that of
1apman ( 1891) which wa read before the
Philadelphia Academy oon after Leidy' death i rich in per onal material and broad in its treatment of the career f the great naturalist.
ome later ketches are marred by the intro luction of unverified peronal epi de . Th mo t recent bi graphy, pr pared by H . F . shorn
for the ational cademy of cien e , paint a vivid and mo t ~atisfactory picture of Leidy "a the founder f vertebrate paleontology
in America and a the la t great naturali t of the old typ .'
born
lists a dozen other biographical ketche , mo t of which handle Leidy'
career from the viewpoint of a worker in ome particular field without
attempting to cover critically all the activities of thi many ided man.
), es ay
nly one of thee sketches, and that a brief one (Ward, 1
to treat particularly Leidy' contributi n in the field of para it logy.
In 1917 Pfender publi hed a valuable pap r n the important contributions to medicine made by Leidy.'' 1
n examination of the ·tudie which have been maue on Leidy'!;
life and work ju tifies the critici m that in the main adequate conideration ha not been given to the leading part he played in laying
foundation and developing the field of para itology, helminthology and
medical zoology. Thi may be due in part t a failur of hi biographer to recognize thi a a di tin t field of work and yet even this
£actor i not ufficient t explain the ab ence of appropriate empha i
on hi exten ive and valuable contribution to knowledge in thi field.
Hi earlie t biographer, hapman , who wrote ery fully of Leidy'~
other work, offer little comment on the contributions made to parasitology.
short discussion of the work on Trichina and a ingle
paragraph on the inve tigation on regarine structure, or les than a
page in all, is devoted to recording studi of fundamental importan .
nd H. F. Osborn, who e bi graphic ketch of Leidy m rit high
prai e peaks of his "two chief lines of inve tigation, the Pr t zoa and
born discus es under the heading of
fossil vertebrates." To be ure
contributions to microscopy the studies in helminthology which
de ervedly brought to Leidy a world-wide reputation and later quote
from those studies and from the views of recent inve tigator to demontrate the value of Leidy's work in para itology.
But even with that th re ord doe cant ju tice to Leidy'. pioneer
work in this field. The rea.s n may perhaps lie in the fact that the
1. lt is to be regretted that the admirable ketch by Dr. F. H. Garri on,
of which I have just seen a copy, i printed where it must remain generally
inaccessible.
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development of the subject in America has even yet hardly reached the
stage where a just estimate of Leidy's contributions to it can fairly be
made. One writer quoted by Osborn speaks half apologetically of
Leidy's work "from the point of view of a specialist of 1910." I cannot
feel that such an attitude is justifiable and find much to indicate that
Leidy was so far in advance of his gene.ration in the field of parasitology, that only within recent years have students in this field come to
the point of understanding his descriptions and beginning to see for
themselves the things he described a generation back. No doubt these
descriptions are often unfortunately brief and require restatement on
the basis of repeated study to bring them fully into line with present
day practices but they have in general come out well from such critical
examination and the work gains in strength with such restudy. Abroad
his work in this field was highly acclaimed both on the continent and
in England. In an address in 1891 the president of the Linnaean
Society of London refers to him as the most distinguished biologist of
his time in America and adds that he contributed researches in helminthology and parasitology "of epoch-making importance." An extended
biography of Leidy is in the course of preparation by his nephew, Dr.
Joseph Leidy II of Philadelphia, and to him the author of this sketch
is deeply indebted for data and suggestions as well as for a general
revision of this manuscript to insure its correctness.
LEIDY'S

PERSONALITY

AND

INTELLECTUAL

POWER

All of Leidy's associates unite in ascribing to him a personality of
a most engaging type so that when on April 30, 1891, he passed away
at the close of a long and active life, he left not a single enemy but a
multiude of friends. His interest and devotion to his scientific pursuits was marked by all and his enthusiasm as well as his power in
presenting his observations, made him a welcome speaker at scientific
gatherings and a most successful teacher in his college work. For
many years he visited the public market on Wednesday and Saturday
at 6 a. m. or earlier to inspect whatever was brought in and to examine
specimens for parasites. The story of his finds was told so vividly as
to impart interest to the most trivial item. Leidy's quiet humor, which
crops out more than once even in his exceedingly brief articles and
which is commented on by his contemporaries, is beautifully illustrated
by the few lines which Minot quotes from Leidy's story of his field
trips.
"'Going fishing?' How often the question has been asked by acquaintances,
as they have met me, with rnd and basket, on an excursion after materials for
microscopic study. 'Yes I' bas been the invariable answer, for it saved much
detention and explanation; and now, behold! I offer them the results of that
fishing. No fish for tbe stomach, but, as the old French microscopist Joblet
observed, 'some of the most remarkable fishes that have ever been seen': and
food-fishes for the intellect."
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The "fishe ' that he ought were Rhizop ds which formed the basis
0£ the magnificent monograph well known to a~ workers in natural
hi tory.
In hi love of facts and his desire to go more deeply into life after
them, he was devoted to the microscope and used it with a sharpness of
vi ion and keenness of critical interpretation that yielded plendid results
in fields that in his day had not even been outlined, much less developed.
In this connection consider his observation on regeneration in Planaria,
n the foundation of the cell wall after division of the cell, or the intimate tructure of the cell in Rhizopoda, on parasites of many orts on
protozoa and protophyta in his Flora and Fauna, and consider that it
wa only 1849 when he published his di overy of the existence of
bacteria in the intestine.
The number, variety and range of Leidy's di coveries gave him
unu ual opportunity for speculation which was, moreover, the otder of
the day. His view on uch undertaking are succinctly expre ed in
the preface to a monograph on the extinct mammal of Dakota.
Though the subject lent itself admirably to the exerci e of ·cientific
imagination, he held himself rigidly to a recital of the fa t and stated
frankly, "No attempt has been made at generalizations or theories
which might attract the momentary attention or admiration of the
scientific community.'' And yet with all that no critic would be
justified in charging Leidy with lack of scientific insight or with limited
powers for interpreting the di coveries he made. The apparently
trivial item became significant in hi eyes and in connection with many
discoveries he pointed out this import in a definite way that sometimes
waited years for confirmation and utilization.
s conspicuou in tance
of this, hi indication of the role of flies in spreading disease, the
interpretation of the relation between the trichina in pork and human
parasitism and the significance of the hookworm in the production of
anemia, all furnish evidence, more folly presented el ewhere in this
ketch, of the power to anticipate to a remarkable degree the development of scientific thought in entirely new and most significant directions.
Leidy was preeminently a student of tructure and in its minute
determination he shows himself a master. His thesis for the M.D.
degree was on The Comparati-ve A11af01wy of the Eye of Vertebrated
Animals. His fame as a paleontologist rests on the pain taking and
thorough analy is of anatomical detail. It was this same characteristic
which made his w rk on para itology so valuable and o permanent
even though hi descriptions of the parasite were unfortunately meager
and not accompanied by tho e un urpa ed drawing which make the
North American Rhizopods at once a marvel and a sure support for the
student.
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Leidy s critical powers manifested themselves in the ability to recognize a group of structural features in a newly-encountered organi m as
distinct from a previously known combination of structures and to
assign them an independent rank. In his day it was the custom to lump
fonns, to include a wide range of animals in a single genus for instance.
Today it seems to be the fashion to make new genera on the slightest
provocation. Now every worker follows naturally the practices of
his age and it is not difficult to travel either road; but it requires genius
to conform to the period in such fa hion as to depart from its habits
successfully when a later and better informed generation comes to pass
judgment on the work. And that is precisely what Leidy did in parasitology. When European workers were crowding animals forcibly
into vaguely defined genera, he working alone but with a keen eye for
structural detail, saw that certain of the types he found could not possibly be forced into the time honored and universally accepted genera
of his foreign confreres, so he made for them new genera and when
Europe did not accept his findings he refused to rush into controversy
but waited for time to decide. This work he did not in one group but
in a wide range of forms and among the new genera he recognized and
established one may cite the following as representative of his work
in variollS groups :
Endamoeba, Dinamoeba, Ouramoeba, Nyctotherus and Trichonyrnpha among
the Protozoa; Phagocata, Catesthia, Anortha and Rhynchoscolex among the
Turbellaria; Clinostomum and Cotylaspis among the Trematoda; Emea in
emertines; Nema and Pontonema among the Anguillulidae; Streptostoma,
Thelastoma, Hystrignathus and Synplecta among parasitic nematodes; Pectinatella and UrnateUa in the Bryozoa, etc.

A few of these have suffered shipwreck on the rocks and shoals of
nomenclatorial rules, but all were fundamentally sound and bear testimony today to the clarity of his conceptions of comparative anatomy.
Many striking instances could be cited to show how marvellously
exact was Leidy's eye in detecting minute details of structure that
escaped even the trained vision of other investigators. At the same
time he manifested almost equally great powers in interpreting these
observations. He was the first to include the Gregarines among animals
and to describe certain minute fibrillae in those cells which he interpreted as the first traces of muscular structure . The older Van
Beneden vigorously denied the existence of any such structures and it
remained for his on many years later to con1irm Leidy's observation
and to acknowledge gracefully the father's error. In 1848 Leidy published a study on the comparative structure of the liver in which he
advanced views at variance with the then accepted beliefs. His views
were vigorously combated but have since been confirmed by embryological researches and are now generally accepted. In 1846 he found
an encysted worn1 in the hog. He "could perceive no distinction
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between it and specimens of Trichi,ra spiralis which he had met with in
several human subjects."
Europ an helminthologi t d ubted the
determination and recla ified it as Trichina a/finis but twenty years
later the world came back to Leidy' views. So it was elsewhere also.
His sharp vision detected the eye in Balanu and his record led
Darwin to look for it in other members of the order. In the monograph
on Fresh Water Rhi.zopods Leidy refers to his observation in 1844 of
the amoeboid movement of the white blood corpuscle later described
(in 1846) by Wharton Jones. In a manner illustrating at once his
loyalty and his mode ty he often aid that thi di overy rightly bel nged
to American science.
But it would be wrong to leave the impre ion that his work was
exclusivdy or even preeminently taxonomic and descriptive. '\,Vhile he
sought patiently to determine the precise facts and to assemble them
in sy tematic order, his mind was keenly alive to lhe importance of
biological data. He rarely communicated to the cademy a description
that he did not enrich by salient observations on habits and on relations
to man and other animal . In his Flora and FaHna Withi11 Living
Animals he emphasized the radical changes in form and the other complexitie as odated with the life history of parasitic animals. Many of
his early notes deal with stages in such life histories and his paper on
Nema/01:dea Iniperfecta relates in 1851 an early effort to determine
experimentally the adult form ari ing from such larval stages.
o one can scan even the titles of Leidy's publication without being
truck by their unusually broad range as well a by the number of contribution he made to science. He was writing in the ame year, and
often in the ame month, or even reporting at the same meeting of the
academy, studies on fossil vertebrates, protozoa, in ects, minerals, parasites, human anatomy, bacteria, cell structure, and transplanting cancer I
more careful analysis of these publications discloses the fact that
they fall into rather distinct groups repre enting four main currents of
interest and activity: micro copic anatomy, paleontology, protozoology
and para itology. Furthen11ore, the e lines of interest were developed
in large part successively rather than synchronou ly so that they characterize certain periods in his life, even though not exclu ively limited to
any single period.
PIONEER

WORK 1

PARA lTOLOGY

During the first years of Leidy' work a a contributor to cientific
literature he confined his attention practically exclusively to the tudy
f the minute anatomy of lower invertebrates and the quality of his
work i well exemplified by the comments of Binney n the plate and
de criptive text which Leidy then barely 21, contributed at the author's
reque t to the well known work on Terrestrial Mollu ks.
ot until
l 7 did he publi h on paleontology and it wa 1850 before studies on
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fossils assume a prominent place in his writings. During this period
his papers show increasing attention devoted to the study of parasitic
forms . In 1851 he completed his Flora a11d Fauna W ithin Living
Aninwls, and his standing as a parasitologist was assured even if he
had never written another line on the subject. But neither the interest
in this field nor his work on it was terminated here.
The series of studies on parasitology made in th.is first period of
scientific activity was brought together in a synopsis published in 1856
and in a series of additions and corrections that appeared two years
later. This was distinctly a pioneer work as nothing of its kind had
been attempted in this country previously, and it has remained almost
the only publication of the kind available up to within recent years. The
paper, which was entitled A Synopsis of Ento::oa and Some of The-ir
Ectocongeners, lists 172 species of parasitic protozoa, trematodes,
cestodes and nematodes. including many new genera and species. In
conformitv with the usual custom of the time the descriptions are very
brief and consequently often difficult to evaluate rightly. But they represent for that day unusual knowledge of detailed structure and keen
j udgment on the significance of structural features. The synopsis
embraced thus a wide range of material and morever represented the
work of a single investigator. In both aspects it was unique when
compared with European pttblicatiflns of somewhat similar character
and date.
But the newly undertaken studies on fossil vertebrates began to
crowd out microscopical investigations and for nearly twenty years
Leidy worked and published chiefly on paleontology. However, beginning about 1872 he devoted his attention assiduously again to microscopic studies, first on protozoa which held him closely until 1876, and
after that once more to parasitology, the field in which he was primarily
engaged during the last years of his life.
T hese changes in Leidy's activity were largely determined by
external conditions and a letter to Baird, dated Nov. 20, 1850, when
Leidy had just returned from Europe, shows vividly how he was
tempted away from his early microscopical studies. After discussing
hi s researches on parasitic forms he comments on Baird's offer of fossils from the Bad Lands and adds :
''You men tion to me the reception of mammalian fossils from the mauvaisses
terres by the Smithsonian Institution and obligingly offer them to me for
'working up.'
"I am delighted with such an oppo rtunity. If you will send them to me I
will describe them immediately and prepare a memoir for the Smithsonian.
I can readily do it as they are comparatively easy. I can lay a specimen down
and return to it at a leisure moment. Not so with microscopic investigation;
it requires length of time without interrupti on which I cannot ha\re during the
winter · send them to me immediately; good care will be taken of them."
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From 1856 to 1870 Leidy published very little on helminthology
and only a few note on mi cro opic anatomy of other forms. But
then the tide turned once more. How co nditions changed and the old
work wa resumed i beautifully told by ir Archibald Geikie ( 1892) :
"J cherish as one of the most memorable incidents of a visit which I paid
to Philadelphia in the year 1879 my meeting with this disdnguished naturalist
and most lovable man . With what modesty he spoke of his own work, with
what generous appreciation he referred to that of others, with what infinite
patience and gentJ en ss he would unfold and explain his views to any questioner
who seemed to b int re ted in them I I well remember the pathos of his
remarks as he told me how he had be n led to abandon his researches in
vertebrate paleontology and r turn to his first love-the rhizopods, on which
he published that same year a magnificent monograph. 'Formerly,' h said,
'every fossil bone found in the tates came to me, for nobody else cared to
study such things. But now Professors - - - and - - - , with long purses,
offer money for what used to come to me for nothing, and in that respect I
cannot comp te with them. So now, as I get nothing, I have gone back to
my microscope and my rhizopods and make mysel£ busy and happy with them.'"
ESTIMATE

OF

LEIOY'

W RK

Leidy's greatest work i recognized by all biographers a having
been done in the field of vertebrate paleontology as hown in the number,
breadth and accuracy of hi studies, a well as in the splendid monographs o{ permanent value which he published in that .field. And there
is no rea on to dissent from the view expressed by Geikie: "Dr.
Leidy wa universally acknowledged to be the Cuvier of American
paleontology.
nd the prai Javi hed on him by his own fellow citizens was r echoed in no stinted measure in Eur pe."' He was the first
in the field and laid the foundations for the subsequent tudjes by a
eries of American inve tigators which have commanded the attention
of cientific men both at home and abroad. The vast amount of
paJeontological material that was sent him between 1850 and 1860 drew
his attention away from the studies he had so uccessfolly inaugurated
in other lines than thi so that for nearly twenty year from 1856 to
1872 as already noted he published hardly more t han a few brief note
in any other field. The plendid character r this work compel parasitologi ts to depl re the influences that drew him away from this
earlier work and brings them to echo the remark of Ki:illiker to Leidy's
nephew "How I regret that your uncle ever saw a fossil bone."
To be sure, in thi interval Leidy had published his text-book on
human anatomy which is unexcelled in accuracy and clearness, and
had al o done plendid work a a urgeon in the Civil War, but after
all these and certai n other tudie were but imple variations of the
studie on gross anatomy which were incorporated in his paleontological
contributions.
bout 1872 circumstances already noted carried him
back to microscopic anatomy, his first love, and he spent everal years
in the study of the aquatic fauna which culminated in the appearance
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of his monograph on fresh water rhizopods in 1879. This work
was important for its bearing on parasitology as he was led to study
carefully the protozoan parasites, particularly in various groups of
insects. But it does not appear just to assign to his studies on protozoa,
as some biographers have done, a place among his contributions to
knowledge which is second only to his work on vertebrate paleontology.
Yet an equitable judgment concerning his work on parasitology can be
passed only after a more careful analysis of the extent and precise
character of his writings.
Leidy's publications were numerous : the published record lists
about 600 and some few items at least were omitted. Many of these
are exceedingly brief,2 being in fact only secretary's abstracts of oral
discussions at the meetings of the Ph.iladelphia Academy. Even these
briefer notes are full of new information regarding structure, habits
and relations and those bearing on helminthology and parasitology
were in such constant demand that they were brought together and
reprinted in 1904. They constitute the first and even yet the only
extensive work in th.is field in America.
It is difficult to compare justly his work on parasitology with that
in other lines. In number of titles it stands second to that in paleontology, and in major publications also. However, no single publication
in parasitology achieved the perfection of his monograph on Fresh
Water Rhizopods which stands today unexcelled in its field. On the
other hand it is fair to say that the Flora a11d Fauna Within Living
A11im.als was epoch-making in a sense that cannot be affirmed of any of
his other writings outside the field of paleontology.
It has already been noted that Leidy's contributions to parasitology
are pretty definitely limited to two periods in his career. Among the
very first articles from his pen came two contributions to parasitology,
one of which is the very important note on trichina to which more
extended reference is made elsewhere. Between 1846 and 1858 he
published some sixty notes and longer contributions in this field. Then
for ten years one finds hardly a line on this subject. In 1870 contributions on parasitology began to appear again and are extended until
in the last fifteen years of his life between 1876 and 1891 he contributed
again about sixty papers on various topics in parasitology. He left an
immense mass of unfinished material in the field, and as is well known,
he had been planning for years the publication of an extended work on
parasitology. Probably the most nearly completed of these unfinished
2. Osborn cites a fine comment by Calkins bearing on this point. "While
these observations were made with keenness of perception, it must still be
confessed that they were often expressed in quite too brief form for clear general
understanding. In this he only followed the plan of his European contemporaries
and while his ideas are distinct with the specimen itself in view, it is undoubtedly
true that the originals must be worked over more fully."
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items was a set of manuscript notes and drawings on gregarines which
was later incorporated into Crawley's monograph on the polycystid
grcgarines of the United States. O f the new genera which Leidy
described among living animals. more than half were published between
1846 and 1858, and nearly all of the rest after 1874.
It is important to note also the range of work which he did in the
field of parasitology. This is indicated in the first period of research
activity in that field by the character of the synopsis referred to.
Among the publications published in the second period between 1886
and 1891 are longer contributions on the tapeworms of birds, parasites
of shad and herring, of termites, and on leeches. Almost the last publications from his pen were an extended article on entozoa printed in
November, 1890, which dealt with a variety of parasites from different
hosts, and a second printed in April, 1891, which was almost equally
varied. The material which was left unfinished included studies on
gregarines already referred to and other notes and drawings brought
together by Nolan in five volumes of Leidyana, which constitute a mine
of information for future investigation.
During this second period of productive work in parasitology Leidy
completed one important contribution that has been overlooked by many
because of the manner in which it was published. ln 1882 for the
American edition of H olmes, S3•stcm of Surgery, he revised articles on
Parasites and the Diseases They Produce, and on Venomous Insects and
Reptiles, which appear with notes and observations in Volume TI I. In
1888 he wrote a treatise on Intestinal Worms for Pepper's System of
Practical M cdici11c by Amc,·ican Authors. This section, which covers
thirty-five pages in the second volume, is the first comprehensive treatise
on human parasites published on this continent.
DISCOVERY

OF

TRICHINA

1N

PORK

Among the very first of Leidy's contributions was a note recorded
by the secretary of the Philadelphia Academy in October, 1846, as
follows:
Dr. Leidy stated that he had la tely detected the existence of an Entozoon
in the superficial part of the extensor muscles of the thigh of a hog. The
Entoioon is a minute, coil~d worm, contained in a cyst. The cysts are numerous,
white oval in shape, of a g ritty nature, and between the 30th and 40th of an
inch in length .
"The Entozoon he supposes to be the Trichina spiralis, heretofore cons idered as peculiar to the human species. He could perceive no distinction
between it and the specimens of T. spiralis which he had met with in several
human subjects in the dissecting rooms, where it h ad a lso been observed by
others. since the attention of the scientific public had been directed to it by
Mr. Hilton and Prof. Owen."

This has been regarded by some as Leidy's " most important practical contribution to helminthology" from the standpoint of public
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health. 8 It is in fact a striking illustration of his keen scientific judgment and yet a closer analysis of the situation shows that the observation not only remained apparently unknown but was also without evident influence on European investigators, who were then engaged in
an active contr versy in their efforts to work out the life history of
trichina and its relations to man. The case stands as follows: Leidy's
record was copied in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History
(1847) and incorporated by Diesing in his Systenia Helmintlzum
(1851) but the latter Ii ·ted Lei<ly's fin<l as a new species under the name
Trichina a/finis, grouping it with larval forms from a dozen other hosts,
mostly birds. Several European writers cite the case under this new
name, and no one under Leidy's original designation. Indeed Leidy was
himself sufficiently impressed by the authority of Diesing that, without
comment, in his Synopsis of the Entozoa (1856) he listed his f rm
under Diesing's name and cited his own record as a synonym. But the
forms which Diesing associated with Leidy's find are really Microfilariae and so unlike Trichina that if Leidy bad known them at first
hand he would have recognized the lack of relationship instantly. As
the result of this misinterpretation and of scanty information regarding
the discovery, Leuckart, Zenker, Virchow and others failed to mention
it at all, or like Kuchenmeister, utilized it to support the false'
hypothesis that the encysted form in the pig was only the larval stage of
the adult Trichocephalus in man.5 In consequence, Leidy's ob ervation failed to contribute to the elucidation of the problem, as it might
well have done. In 1859 Leidy exhibited to the Philadelphia Academy
specimens of a Trichina found in the muscles of a human subject and
stated that he often met with the parasite. In the following year he
reported Leuckart's experiments showing Trichina was not the
immature stage of a Trichocephalus or Stronglus, as had previously
been generally believed. In 1866, the records of the Academy contain
this interesting note :
3. I am unable to verify the statement of Garrison that in 1848 Leidy was
"already well known through his contributions to nataraJ sciences, particularly
those o,i tl1e T ·r ichina." The statement is undoubtedly correct but the basis not
well chosen as this particular item is almost unmentioned in European contemporaneous cientific literature and its deep significance nowhere recognized.
4. Kuchenmeister (1855) says "glaube ich ... dass die kaum betrachtlich
grosser zu nennende Tricl1i11a a/finis Diesing's, die Leidy in Philadelphia in den
Extensoren des Schenkels eines Schweines fand , mit unserer Trichina sPiralis
identisch gewesen sein diirfte.
5. The only mention Leukart makes of Leidy's work in his monograph and
in his M e11schlicl1e Parasite11 falls in connection with the historical survey, where
he explains the view long held that Trichina was the larval form of Trichocephalus and shows how Leidy's discovery was naturally enough utilized to
support this view.
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"ln answer to a Question from one of the members whether he had noticed
Trichina in pork, Dr. L. observed that he had been the first to discover this
parasite in the hog; the discovery having been made twenty years ago, as
may be seen by referring to the Proceedings of this Academy for October, 1846,
page 107-8. This notice had attracted the attention of the German helminthologist as proved by reference to Di~sing's Systema Helmfothum, vol. ii, pages
114, and Leuckart. Untersuchungen uber Trichina spiralis, pages 6, 18.
"The circumstances under which the Trichina had been first detected in
pork, was on an occasion when Dr. L. had dined on part of the infested meat.
While eating a slice of pork, he noticed some minute specks, which recalled to
mind the Trichina spots seen in the muscles of a human subject only a few
days previously. Preserving the remainder of th~ slice, on examination of it
microscopically he found it full of Trichina spiralis, but the parasites were
all dead from the heat of cooking. In conclusion, Dr. L observed that all
meats were liable to be infested with parasites, but that there was no danger
from infection if the meats were thoroughly cooked, for he had satisfied himself by experiment that entozoa are destroyed when submitted to the temperature
of boiling water."

Even as late as 1876 Leuckart made a serious error in stating "das
von Leidy (1847) beobachtete Vorkommen eine als Trichina affini.s
beschriebenen Wurmes au dem Muskelfleische des Schweine ," whereas
Leidy only adopted that erroneous designation in 1856 under the
influence of the great Die ing, at that time the accepted authority in
parasitology. It would look as if even at this late date Leuckart was
not clear regarding the exact facts in the case since he writes in the
very next paragraph to that cited above, "Braucht man doch nur annehmen, dass die Trichina affinis mit der Trichi1ia spiralis identisch sei was
nach den Mittheilungen Leidy's trotz dcr abweichenden Bc11en11ung
keine wegs unwarscheinlich war." (Italics not in original. )
In 1880 Nolan stated in a sketch of Leidy that "Leuckart afterwards
acknowledged he was indebted to this communication for his success
in tracing the development of Trichina in the hog and man." This
comment must have been known to the European investigators and
remains uncontradicted so far as I can find. Yet, I cannot locate any
such acknowledgement in Leuckart's writings. When Leidy's nephew
was in Berlin in 1896 Virchow told him per anally that he had had a
lengthy correspondence with Leidy in 1849 and 1850 just after he began_
his studie in pathology. This correspondence on Leidy's discovery of
Trichina in pork, as Virchow stated in the conversation, suggested to
him (Virchow) and Leuckart the scheme of experimentation on the life
cycle of the parasite. Yet so far as I can find Virchow nowhere mentions Leidy in this writings.
Looking backward one can see how the life history of Trichina
might have been interpreted many years in advance of its actual solution if the correct observations of Leidy had been accepted. But in
fact, even the German investigators who knew of his work gave it no
adequate consideration and many years elapsed before they came back
by another route to the conception that the hog and man acted both
equally as host for the parasites.
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This episode illustrates both the critical insight of the man and also
hi s dear appreciation of the proper method for handling the danger,
for as Leidy correctly stated in 1866, thorough cooking eliminates
danger from infection by parasites. Even yet the world has not come
to unanimous acceptance of this simple and universally successful
method for preventing trichinosis, which he advocated. The case also
illustrates Leidy's dislike of controversy for when his friends urged
him to assert his part in the work and the importance of his discovery,
he only replied that the discovery was merely one episode in his life
and "the important thing is that the discovery or fact should be made
known. It is of little con equence who made it." To him also controversy meant a "disturbance of that peace of mind" which was most
distasteful and also interfered sadly with his researches.
SOME

IMPORTANT

OilSERVATIONS

ON

PARASITES

By virtue of the fact that Leidy was a pioneer in this fie ld of work
in America and that he wa relied upon everywhere to furnish an
explanation for the problems which were encountered, he was in
receipt of material of the most varied type from all parts o{ the country
and even from the Orient; thus, Dr. J. G. Kerr, one of the earliest missionaries in China, distinguished for his medical work, sent to Leidy in
1873 specimens o{ the intestinal fluke connnon there. It is not strange
that at that date he confused the specimen with the liver fluke which is
common here in cattle and sheep. This error he found and rectified
later. Leidy not only recorded one of the very first occu rrences of
many important parasites, e pecially those of man; he al o recognized
promptly the significance of their presence, and put on record for the
guidance of others interpretations which are of marked significance .in
view of the limited knowledge concerning these form current 3.t that
time. This was clearly shown in this original record of presence of
trichina in the hog already discussed. In 1878 he discussed the distribution and frequence of the two human tapeworms, and was the
first to show that contrary to the ordinarily accepted belief, Tae11ia
saginata was much more common than the pork tapeworm, Taenia
soliiim. He notes in connection with this case the fact of evident significance that the carrier of the specimen "had been in the habit of eating raw buffalo meat." It is evidently possible that this was a specimen of some now exceedingly rare species rather than that to which he
referred it, for as has been pointed out by everal recent students, the
native herbivore of North America may have sheltered species of
tapeworm closely allied to but not identical to those reported from the
old world. I olated specime11s which lend color to such a view have
been described und er different names ( Taenia co11f1ua and Taenia
abiet·i11a); but be that a. it may, Leidy recognized instantly the bear-
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ing of the patient' · diet n the problem of his infe tation with the
tapeworm. In 1 79 Leidy reported pecimens of the fi h tapeworm,
Dibothrfoccpha.ftts latm, which had come from a native of Sweden that
had been in the country only a few month . They were the first of
the species whi h Leidy had seen in a ho t living in this country. In
1884 Leidy called attention to specimens of Taenia flavopHnctata, now
better known a Hymrnolcpis dimimtta. The e came from a child only
three years of age and the p cies had been observed but once previously. Leidy pointed out d finitely the probability that the worm is
more common than n,jght be inferred from ca es on re orcl. He further
suggested that it has probably e caped noti e from it diminutive size
and from lack of knowledge of tapeworm in general. The more recent
studies of Ransom on this pecies have abundantly ju tified Leidy's
prediction made thirty years before. In 1886 writing on parasitic
worm Leidy recorded the di covery in the cat of a form which he
Ii ted under the name A11cylostoma d1wde11.alc. It is true that in aU
probability he had n t the specie named but a closely related one that
is often parasitic in the cat. Thi does not in the least affect his general conclu ion that the di covery indicates the probability that it also
infests man and is one of the previously unrecognized causes of perniciou anemia. It wa many years later that the well known and important work of Ashford, tiles and others, disclosed the full significance
for the human specie on this continent of the hookworm and associated
anemia.
Leidy's faculty to draw correct inference from hi observations
and to apply them for the guidance of men i illustrated by many simple
suggestions that were appended to his discussions of unusual and
important parasite . They are handled o naturally that the careless
obserTer might regard them as casual observations or after thoughts,
but this can hardly uffice to explain their frequence and value. As
early as 1853 he wrote, "Cooking food is of advantage in destroying the
germs of parasites, and hence man notwith tanding his liability to the
latter, is less infested than most other mammalia." In 1878 when
reporting on parasite r ceived from physicians who expressed apprehen ion about them and thought they had traced several cases of illness
to the use of food infested with worms, Leidy in discussing the particular situation ob erved that as already well known to naturalists
most animals are infested with parasites which are tra~smitted in feeding. • The remedy against tran mission was heat. He who uses only
well cook d foods ne d have no apprehension from such foods." Or
again as h aid in March, 1866, when discussing trichina, "All meats
were liable to be infe ted with parasites, but there was no danger from
infection if the meats were thoroughly cooked, for he had satisfied
himself by experiment that entozoa are destroyed when brought to
the temperature of boiling water."

( 17)
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nother simple illustration will suffice to elucidate this characteristic.
In November, 1871, he discussed flies a a means of communicating
contagious diseases and stated that on the basis of his observations
during the Civil War in a large military hospital where gangrene
existed he believed that flies should be excluded from contact with the
wounded. Recently he had found some flies that when caught and
examined were swarming with spores of a fungus on which they had
ju t fed. In view of the apparent ease with which he found a
rea enable solution to most of the problems which presented themselves
it is interesting to note his comment on the occurrence of a reputed
tapeworm in a cucumber, concerning which be writes, "It cannot be
admitted that the worm belonged to the cucumber, nor is it clear how
it reached this position."
LEIOY'S

MASTER

WORK

IN

PARASITOLOGY

Leidy's most influential publication on parasitology was, in my
opinion, A Flora and Fam1a Withiu Livit1g A11i111ais, accepted for
publication in December, 1851, and printed in the mithsonian Contributions to Knowledge in 1853. The article is not large as it covers only
67 pages. It is, however, beautifully illustrated by ten plates and
handles in a powerful manner not only the scientific facts observed, but
the general discussion of their bearing on important general problems.
In an intensive tudy of the intestinal canal of a myriapod and a beetle,
Leidy ·demonstrated the occurrence of a typical flora and fauna which
was both rich and varied. 6 His anatomical descriptions and illustrations
are unsurpassed in their clarity and exactitude and are unequalled in
the literature of the time. He did not content himself with a description
of structure but worked out the development of the parasites and their
relation to the organs of the host in which they occurred. He contrasted further the true plant parasites with the pseudo-entophytes
which he encountered. It is in his general discu ion that one finds
after all the mo t striking evidences of the unusual character of this
contribution. To judge the situation rightly, one must keep in mind
the fact that this paper wa written before the epoch making inve tigations f Pasteur, Tyndall and others had established on a firm foundation pre ent day conceptions with reference to the origin of living
organism . The doctrine of equivocal or spontaneou generation was
6. Even ea rlier than this in his Researc/& es i11 Hc/,11intho/ogy (1849) he wrote
''I have found numerous free or floating entophyta in the contents usually in
the posterior part of the alimentary canal in mammals, aves, reptilia, pisces,
mollusca, etc." This is, I think, the earliest demonstration of the bacterial
flora of the intestine, and it was certainly thoroughly followed out and firmly
establi bed by the range of hosts he cited from almost the enti re animal
kingdom. J am informed that these views are more fully elaborated in his yet
unpublished personal correspondence with Baird.
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widely held and vigorously supported by men of high rank in scientific
circles. To be sure it had lost the crude form in which it had been
stated by students of medieval times and earlier days, but it was accepted
with reference to the simplest microscopic organisms all the more
generally because the very arguments that had disproved the possibility
of its occurrence among complicated organisms lent color to the likelihood of its being found among those of the simplest type. The
entozoa had always furnished the strongest support for the theory, and
the complexity of their development, which had in large part eluded
the efforts of investigators, gave additional weight to the view that
these organisms arose de novo where they were discovered.
In the beginning of this paper Leidy says, "The very great majority
of modern observations indicate that entozoa and entophyta are produced
from germs derived from parents and have a cyclical development." To
the readers of those days such phrases did not carry the demonstrative
character that they present to modern students. It was a distinct
challenge to the advocates of spontaneous generation. After reviewing the difficulties due to the fact that entozoa pass various stages of
existence under totally diffe.reat circumstances and undergo pronounced modifications in form such that successive stages cannot be
recognized as such without further evidence, Leidy denies the necessity
of spontaneous generation and challenges the supporters of the doctrine
to present one single direct observation to substantiate it. His review
of the general conditions of the earth and the phenomena of life in
its relation to environmental factors is in general terms almost the same
as that given by Huxley fully twenty years later. Many of the statements and the entire line of explanation anticipated in a definite way
the views which in greater fullness found their expression eight years
later in Darwin's Origin of Species. He refers to his o.wn repetition
of the experiments made by Schulze to test the possibility of spontaneous generation, and while acknowledging that negative results may
not be conclusive, he states, "Be this as it may, the most prolonged and
the most carefully conducted experiments have not led to the proof of
a single instance of equivocal or spontaneous generation, even among the
simplest of all living beings: but on the contrary that all lead further
and further from or entirely disproved it." He then considers the
factors concerned in the development of parasitic life and the relative
abundance of parasites among animals of different habitats. In his
discussion of the influence of parasites on the production of diseases,
occurs a statement that has sometimes been misconstrued. He wrote,
'That malaria and epidemic fevers have their origin in cryptogamic
vegetables or spores requires yet a single proof. He was referring to
"an ingenious little work by my distinguished friend, Dr. J. K. Mitchell
on the cryptogamous origin of malarious and epidemic fevers." This
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statement has been interpreted as indicating that Leidy 'di cussed the
ausc f malaria and wrongly con trued that it was not of parasitic
rigin." The examination f the context shows that in the first half of
the same ~enten 'e he ack-nowledges the agency of ntophyta in the
production of certain di ea es and in the following entence refers to
the fact that "vegetables or spore conveyed through the air and
introduced into the body thPough respiration could be detected," as
indeed he him elf had done in thi very work while tracing the origin
and devel pment f the enteric flora whi h he d cribed.
Leidy clo ed this general section f hi paper with a list of de'cribed
pecie
f para iti plant and animals to which man is subject. The
thoroughness with which he ha here demon trated the origin and
development of so varied a flora and fauna within the animals he tudied
was in a positive and convincing fashion an argument against the
doctrine of spontaneou generation quite as powerful to many mind
as the later experiments of the European inv tigator . In any event
the work wa read and quot d generally among European inve tigators
and elicited every, here outspoken praise. 7
It i important to note that Leidy's critique of the theory of spontaneous generation was preeminently that of a biologist and included
arguments that even Pasteur could not have formulated. In a footnote
for example, he writes:
"The e. periments of Crosse and Week appear to me exceedingly absurd;
for, in th fir t ca e. how were the carbon and nitrogen of the animal body to
be deriv d by the play of a voltaic current upon a solution of ilicate or potassa?
I£ they prcviou ly existed in the water, was it not quite as probabl that the
ova of Acari were there also? Again, when the solution f ferrocyanide of
potassium was made the womb of life by the electrical current. why could
not the embryology of the new being be observed? An Acarus is a highly
complex animal, pre enting a well-developed tegumentary, muscular, and
nervous system, and a digestive, respiratory, and generative apparatus. The
gap between the inorganic world and the Acarus is greater than that between
the latter and man."

It was this paper inter alia that almost prevented his election to the
chair of Anatomy at the niversity of Penn ylvania in 1853 as he
was charged with attempting to overthr w the Mosaic record of creation
through hi geological teachings and hi attack 11,po,~ spontaneous
generation!
ONCLUSION

detai led study of his writing justifies the statement that n one
ha yet adequately presented or fully elucidat cl Leidy' contributions
t helminthology and his writing will furnish ri h lead to many futme
7. Professor Henry, Secretary of the Smith onian Institution, sum up his
report n this publication with these words: "the whole forming the most
remarkahle paper on phy. iology which has ever been produced by one of our
countrymen.''
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workers in this field. How monumental the ta k of preparing a record
of the full life work of this extraordinary man who in the same breath
as it were, in a single letter records discoveries of far reaching import
on bacteria, amoebae, worms, and fossil elephants.
Many biographical sketches, especially those written by his associates
in the Philadelphia Academy, show that in the later years of his life
Leidy had in mind the publication of an extensive work on parasitology 8 and the articles he published in those years dealt preeminently
with that topic. All must regret that this project remained unrealized
for he left a vast amount of unpublished data in this field and of this
only a small part, that on Gregarinida, has been in shape for later
publication. Fortunately his nephew brought together all of his writings on parasitology and they were reprinted in 1904 by the Smithsonian Institution under the title of Researches in Helminthology and
Parasitology. 0 One must regret that these notes had not been rewritten
by the master mind and his later studies incorporated. But even though
the earlier items have an archaic cast and the work suffers from its
natural discontinuity, yet it is a mine of information on American
parasitology which even yet is far from worked out and will always be
indispensible to investigators in Lhis field . De pite aU the defects
incident to such a compilation it is a monument to the industry and
ability of the author and foreshadows the monograph he had in mind
but was not able to complete.
HENRY

B.

WARJJ.
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Fro11tispiece.-Portrait of Leidy taken in 1883 when he was (JO years of age.
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Facing page 8. Copy of steel engraving representing Leidy at 28; taken in
1851, the year in which he completed his Flora and Fauna within Living Animals.
Pun: III

Facsimile of letter in Leidy's handwriting

(½ natural size) ; on page 17.

Professor J. W . Bailey to whom this letter was written was a distinguished
member of the faculty at West Point Military Academy from 1838 to 1857.
His scientific reputation was achieved principally by his researches in microscopy in which field he was a pioneer in the United Stales.
8. See Sketch of Joseph Leidy by E . J. Nolan ( 1889) .
9. Smithsonian Misc. ollect., Vol. 46; 281 pp. No. 1477, 1904.
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